Phenotypic variability in a population of cells can work as the bet-hedging of the cells under an unpredictably changing environment, the typical example of which is the bacterial persistence. To understand the strategy to control such phenomena, it is indispensable to identify the phenotype of each cell and its inheritance. Although recent advancements in microfluidic technology offer us useful lineage data, they are insufficient to directly identify the phenotypes of the cells. An alternative approach is to infer the phenotype from the lineage data by latent-variable estimation. To this end, however, we must resolve the bias problem in the inference from lineage called survivorship bias. In this work, we clarify how the survivor bias distorts statistical estimations. We then propose a latent-variable estimation algorithm without the survivorship bias from lineage trees based on an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, which we call Lineage EM algorithm (LEM). LEM provides a statistical method to identify the traits of the cells applicable to various kinds of lineage data. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 2
Introduction 1
A population of genetically identical cells is phenotypically heterogeneous and the heterogeneity is partially inherited over tree of E. coli, and identify a latent three-dimensional continuous state, one component of which encodes the information on 66 the inheritance of the states and the replicative capabilities over generations. 67 t (b) (a) N t (a,x) N 0 (a,x) (a,x) x'
x'' flow of medium Clade of the winners Clade of losers Fig. 1. (a) The outline of the dynamics cytometer (18). (b) A schematic representation of a lineage tree obtained by the dynamics cytometer, and an illustration of the survivorship bias. The lineage tree is composed of two kinds of information: mother-daughter relationship of the cells and the division times how long each cell took until divides. In this panel, the green state is assumed to divide faster than the blue and red ones. Thereby, the cells with the green state are overrepresented more in the clade of the winner than in that of the losers. (a) . See also Supplementary Information (Section S12). The vertical axis shows time (arbitrary unit). Each edge in the lineage tree represents the time duration between the birth and the division (or death) of the corresponding cells. The horizontal edges show mother-daughter relationships. The right panel shows the cumulative number of the cells in the blue or the red state in the lineage tree over time. The cells in the blue state are much more than those in the red state even though their mean division times are the same. (c) A pruned lineage tree of (b) to avoid the survivorship bias, which is shown in color. The cells represented by gray are discarded after pruning. Inset shows the same pruned tree with fixed edge length. (d) A lineage tree of E. coli (F3 rpsL-gfp strain) cells grown with M9 minimum medium supplemented with 0.2% glucose at 37 • . The upper panel in (d) is the time series plot of the division times. The lower panel represents the lineage tree of E. coli. The data is adopted from (18) and re-plotted. The sub-tree after pruning is also shown in blue. The gray cells are discarded after pruning. a continuous semi-Markov process if one of the daughter cells is ignored ( Fig. 3) (37) . See also Supplementary Information (Section S2 and S3). In general, the state x of a cell should be characterized as a point or a trajectory in the high dimensional 80 state space consisting of the abundance of intracellular metabolites and molecules in the cell. However, the state to be inferred 81 in this work can be its low dimensional projection being relevant for the division time, because any two states, x and x , that 82 give the same division statistics as π F (τ |x) = π F (τ |x ) cannot be distinguished by the inference only from the data of τ . Note 83 that, in principle, we can employ other quantities for the inference if provided. 84 t Fig. 3 . Schematic diagram of stochastic divisions and associated state transitions along a cellular lineage. The colors of cells represent their states. Transparent cells indicate daughter cells that are not in the lineage we are focusing on. All daughter cells are assumed to follow the same statistical laws as those in the focused lineage. 85 If the states of cells are known or experimentally observed, the division time statistics and the state-switching probability, π F (τ |x) and T F (x |x), may be empirically estimated by the histogram of τ of the cells with x and by counting the number of the state-switching from x to x in a given data set, respectively:
Correction of the survivorship bias in estimation of state-switching and division dynamics
The number of the transitions from x to x The number of the transitions from x ,
where the symbol |A| denotes the cardinality of a finite sample point set A, and τi is the division time of the cell i. D is the set 86 of all cells used for the estimation, i.e., a data sample, and Dx ⊂ D is the subset of the cells with the state x. Temp and πemp 87 may converge for a sufficient large number of cells in D. However, the converged distributions are dependent on the way how 88 the cells in D were sampled (Fig. 4) , and can be substantially biased thereby.
89
A. Chronological sampling and forward process. Tracking a dividing single cell under a constant condition is the most straight 90 forward way to obtain a data sample of the state-switching events and the division times. The popular measurement system is 91 the mother machine with which we can trace a cell located at the bottom of a chamber (17). Because the cell to be observed is 92 determined at the beginning of an experiment and its lineage is traced chronologically by ignoring one of the sibling cells at 93 each division, the state-switching and the division dynamics obtained in this way is characterized by the semi-Markov stochastic 94 process with π F and T F (Fig. 3 ). See also Supplementary Information (Section S2 and S3). Thereby, πemp and Temp converge 95 to π F and T F , respectively, for a large sample size. We specifically call this type of sampling the chronological sampling and the 96 dynamics generated by π F and T F the forward process (18, 20, 37) . We can also effectively obtain a chronologically sampled 97 lineage from the tree by using the weighting technique proposed in (35).
98
Even with its straight forward interpretation, the chronological sampling has some drawbacks in terms of the estimation.
99
First, the observation should be terminated by the death of the tracked cell ( Fig. 4 (a) ), which limits the size of the data 100 sample and the length of the lineages especially when the cells are cultured in a harsh condition. Second, the tracked cells may 101 iv | So Nakashima et al. , and tree (c) samplings are illustrated by using lineage trees. The cells sampled from the tree in each sampling are designated by dashed squares. (a) In the chronological sampling, we choose a cell to trace at the beginning of an experiment. Typically, the cell at the bottom of a chamber is chosen in the case of the mother machine. Then, the cell is traced chronologically until we can no longer trace it by either cell death or other reasons. We can effectively obtain the chronological sample of a lineage from a lineage tree by tracing the root cell and by randomly choosing one of the two daughter cells upon division. (b) In the retrospective sampling, we choose a cell to trace randomly at the end of an experiment. Then, we trace the cell retrospectively to its ancestor cells. Because we choose the cell from the survived population, the retrospective lineage cannot be terminated either by cell death or by out of the observation frame. The length of the retrospective lineage is therefore the same as that of the experiment. (c) In the tree sampling, we sample all the cells but the leaves, the division times of which were not observed, e.g, by the termination of experiment or by the cell death.
be exposed to a disturbed environment, because the bottom of the chamber is far from the flowing fresh medium. Finally, the 102 chronological sampling does not directly observe the selection process induced by the different replication speeds of the cells in 103 a population.
104
B. Retrospective sampling and retrospective process. These problems can be resolved by using the retrospective sampling of 105 a cell lineage from a proliferating population observed by the dynamics cytometer ( Fig. 4 (b) ) (18). In the dynamics cytometer, 106 a population of cells is cultured in a more spacious chamber that can accommodates hundreds of the cells, and a cellular lineage 107 tree can be reconstituted from the observed movie. By sampling a cell from the survived cells in the tree, we can always obtain 108 a cell lineage with the same length of the experiment so long as the cell population rather than a cell does not extinct (18, 19) .
109
However, the cells in this retrospective lineage are subject to the survivorship bias, because the lineage is sampled from survived 110 cells. Thereby, πemp and Temp converge to π B and T B , which are different from those of the forward process, π F and T F .
111
In order to correct the survivorship bias, in this work, we have proved that π B (τ |x) is exponentially biased from π F (τ |x) as
where λ is the population growth rate of the cells, and Z(x) is a normalization factor (37). See Supplementary Information for the proof (Section S4). This is an extension of Wakamoto et al. 2011 (19) in which the states of the cells were not considered.
We also have derived that
where u is the left eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue of the matrix
[5] 
Estimation of latent states from a lineage tree 138
In the preceding section, we have clarified the converged distributions for different samplings under the assumption that the 139 states of the cells as well as the division times are experimentally observed. However, the information of the states of the 140 cells may not always be accessible. Even when we observe the expression of several genes over lineages, such genes may not 141 be sufficiently relevant to the determination of the division times, because the division time is generally a consequence of 142 the complicated interactions of intracellular genetic and metabolic networks. Moreover, even if we could observe the high 143 dimensional state over a lineage, we would have to make it interpretable by finding the low dimensional relevant representation 144 of the states to the division times; which generally requires a huge computational cost.
145
Such problems can be handled by inferring the effective states of the cells based only on the division time observations.
146
By extending the EM algorithm for the hidden Markov models (39) to a branching tree with hidden states, we construct an 147 algorithm, Lineage EM algorithm (LEM), for estimating the latent states of the cells in a lineage tree and their dynamic 148 laws. To this end, we introduce the following parametric models with discrete or continuous state-spaces, which enable us to 149 employ well-established statistical methods, e.g. maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), for the estimation.
150
A. A parametric discrete state-space model. For a discrete state-space model, we assume that π F belongs to an exponential family (39). The exponential family includes a broad range of probability distributions such as the gamma-distribution and the log-normal distribution, which have been commonly used for fitting the division time distributions of microbes (19, 40) . By assuming a parametric model, the estimation of π F (τ |x) is reduced to that of the parameter set of the model. The gamma distribution is a common choice of the parametric model of the division time distribution:
where Γ(a) is the gamma function and θ := (a, b), a and b of which are the shape and rate parameters, respectively.
151
Then, the division time distribution for the forward process π F (τ |x) is represented by a x-dependent parameter set
On the other hand, the state-switching can be straight-forwardly
The retrospective distribution of the division time, π B , is also assumed to follow a log-normal distribution:
where C is a 1 × k matrix and v is a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance Σv. In this model, the estimation 156 problem is reduced to estimating parameters A, C, Σw, and Σv, simultaneously. We remark that the expectation of log τ is 157 non-zero due to the non-zero expectation of the initial state xroot at the root of the lineage. This setting can be interpreted as 158 a linear approximation of a general continuous-state model of x.
159
C. Lineage EM algorithm. To obtain LEM, we extend the Baum-Welch algorithm (BW algorithm) to the estimation of θ B
x and T F from a lineage tree. LEM algorithm iterates two steps, the E-step and the M-step, and updates the parameters until convergence. Let Θ (n) denote the estimate of the parameters (T F , {θ B x }) after the nth iteration. In the E-step, we compute the posterior probabilities of the states for all the pairs of the mother and daughter cells, ξi,j(x, x ) , conditioned on the currently estimated parameters Θ (n) and observation. x and x in ξi,j(x, x ) are the states of the cell i and its one of the daughter labeled as the cell j, respectively. γi(x) is the posterior probability of the state of the cell i, which is obtained by marginalization as γi(x) = x ξi,j(x, x ). ξi,j(x, x ) and γi(x) are computed via the belief propagation (39). The belief propagation recursively computes the posterior distributions efficiently for a graphical model without loops. LEM belongs to this class, because a tree is loopless. See Supplementary Information for the detail (Section S8 and S10). For the continuous state-space model, we can employ the well-established estimation technique of the Kalman filter (39). In the M-step, the parameters Θ (n) = (T F , {θ B
x }) is updated so that π B (·|x) and T F (x |x) are fitted to the following modification of the empirical distributions, respectively (1):
where Tx is the set of all non-leaf cells with state x in the lineage tree, and (i, j) in the second equation runs over all 160 the mother-daughter pairs. These are empirical distributions weighted by the posterior distributions γi(x) and ξi,j(x, x ).
161
For the details on the fitting process by MLE, see Supplementary Information (Section S9). It is known that each update 162 always increases the likelihood (39). In the continuous case, we update A, C, Σw, and Σv in the same way, that is, update 163 the parameters so that π B (·|x) and T F (x |x) are fitted to π BW emp (·|x) and T BW emp (x |x), respectively. We remark that the 166 We check the validity of our LEM by the estimation from synthetic data. We also give a validation by the estimation from real 167 lineage trees of E. coli and its biological consequences in the Supplementary Information S15.
Validation of LEM

168
A. Validation of LEM with synthetic data sets. We tested the validity of LEM by numerical experiments of the discrete-state 169 model. We consider the situation that each cell has two states: a fast-growing (x = f ) and slow-growing (x = s) states as 170 depicted in Fig. 5 (a) and obtained a synthetic lineage tree as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . By applying LEM to the lineage tree in B. Validation of LEM for continous state model. We checked the validity of LEM for the continuous state model by estimating parameters from synthetic data. We generated synthetic data as follows. The lineage tree generated was a perfect binary tree with 10 generations. The state space is two dimensional as Ω = R 2 . The state of the root cell was set to be (1, 0) T . We adopted the following parameters to generate the synthetic lineage tree:
[13]
We estimated the parameters, i.e., A, C, Σw, and Σv, by LEM. The initial values of the parameters used in the algorithm were 191 randomly chosen. See Supplementary Information (Section S13). We ran the estimation algorithm for 1000 different initial 192 values and adopted the parameters with the largest likelihood. LEM terminates in about an hour in this validation.
193
The estimated parameters became A = 1.040 1.093 −0.002 0.962 , C = 1 1 , Σw = 0.010 0 0 0.011 , Σv = 0.008.
[14]
The estimated parameters are sufficiently close to the true parameters. This result validates our LEM for the continuous model. sample-dependency efficiently, we reduced the number of the initial values in the estimation algorithm from 1000 to 100. The 197 histogram of the estimated parameter values are summarized in Fig. 7 . For each parameter, the estimated value distributed 198 around the true parameters. Moreover, the estimated A conserved the non-zero structure of the true parameter A. This result 199 also shows the validity of LEM for the continuous model. We also checked that the estimated states by LEM are close to the 200 true states. See Supplementary Information (Section S14).
201
C. Application to E.coli lineage tree. Finally, in order to demonstrate applicability of our method to real data, we inferred the latent states of the E. coli cells in the lineage trees observed by using the dynamics cytometer in Hashimoto et al. (18) (Fig. 2  (d) ). By applying LEM of the continuous-state model, in which the dimension k of the state space Ω = R k was determined by AIC (42), we found k = 3 to be the dimension of the best continuous model. LEM terminate in about an hour in this estimation. Here, we used the continuous-state model since the discrete-state model cannot explain the correlation between the division time of a mother cell and that of the daughter cells. See Supplementary information (Section S15). We also obtained the inferred dynamics of the latent state x over the lineage tree as in Fig. 8 [15]
We verified the statistical significance of the estimated dimension and the parameter values in Supplementary Information 202 (Section S15). Of the three components of the inferred latent state, the first one has the fastest time-scale of approximately 
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